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Who are we? 

TwoHeads is a design agency, which is located in Prague, which loves and knows how to find 
visual solutions of small and big tasks. 

What do we do? 

Having rich professional experience and paying great attention to details, we find simple and 
fresh solutions in different areas of visual communication using simple technologies it should 
seemed. You should know that our agency has successfully embodied a variety of programming 
ideas besides graphics, such as creating promotional web sites or web services. 

How much does it cost? 

We will find a solution for any budget. We are waiting for your call. 

Jobs 

We are always looking for professionals look like we and open to new acquaintances. If you 
think that you can be helpful to our agency, please, tell us about yourself. 

Do you have any questions? 

You can always call +420 773-056-067 or write to us. 

Each employee organizes his working hours himself and his work is assessed by results only. 

We offer you a job in a friendly team of our creative agency, which is located in Prague. We are 
always looking for professionals look like we and open to new acquaintances. We don’t have a 
flexible schedule and schedule as in a whole. Agency’s staffs organize their time themselves and 
their work is evaluated by results only. We guarantee time off and leave if your work is done 
well. 

Manager 

Project manager should be easy to deal with searching for clients, documentation, negotiations 
and meetings with clients. Knowledge of English is required; it would be an advantage to know 
other languages. He should be energetic, confident, has high communicational skills and be able 
to work with objections. We need a person who can sell and understand what he sells. 

HTML-coder 

We are looking for talented, hardworking and responsible HTML-coder. He must have good 
knowledge of HTML, Javascript, jQuery and CSS, and understand box and table layout. It’s 
appreciated very much if he possesses experience in working on web projects of different levels 
of complexity. One of his main qualities should be desire to improve constantly, attention to 
details and preservation of terms. 

Web Programmer 

This person must have good knowledge of PHP 5, MySQL 5. He should be able to work with 
object-oriented code. It’ll be an advantage the knowledge of Javascript, jQuery, HTML and CSS. 
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One of his main qualities should be desire to improve constantly, attention to details and 
preservation of terms. It’s appreciated very much if he possesses experience in working on web 
projects of different levels of complexity. 
 
Illustrator 
 
The main thing that we demand from illustrator – his ability to draw in different styles with an 
understanding of task, using his rich imagination and variety of tools. One of his main qualities 
should be desire to improve constantly, developed creative and abstract thinking. 

There is nothing more precious than life experience and new acquaintances, so feel free to send 
us a small story about yourself with examples of performed work on email: hello@two-heads.eu 
or write to us using feedback form. 

If you have a comment, question or just want to say "hello", then call up our phone number +420 
773-056-067 or write to us using feedback form. 

Our favorite works: 

Restaurant "BeermanGrill", Advertising agency "Tactio", Karaoke- bar "Yxo&Medved", 
Restaurant "LobbyBar", Beer restaurant "Beerlin", Transport company "Lindner", Restaurant 
"News-cafe", Catering "News-cafe Catering", Creative agency "Two Heads".  

We can show you complete portfolio during a cup of coffee. 

Task: to create a corporate style and develop branding print advertisements. 

"BeermanGrill" – is a democratic beer restaurant with modern interior. You can try a variety of 
draught beer in the restaurant; there is a special grill menu in addition to it and sushi bar. 

Business cards of the restaurant. 

Table-tokers are placed on tables in main hall and on summer terrace. 

Advertisement page in glossy magazines. 

City-formats decorate surrounding streets. 

Task: to create a corporate style and develop a site. 

Agency provides most of existing services on advertising market - from concept and creative 
advertising campaign to advertise in different media for today. 

Business cards of advertising agency’s employees. 

Company’s documents: a folder, a letterhead, an envelope and branding business cards. 

"YxoMedved" – is the first specialized karaoke bar in Novosibirsk. Professional equipment, live 
vocals, great atmosphere and comfortable interior – it’s the secret of popularity of this 
establishment. 

Reversals of main menu. 
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"LobbyBar" – is the place where natural jazz is combined successfully with respectability of 
atmosphere, which will give you a sense of freedom and comfort. Large selection of single malt 
whiskey, good cigar and wine lists, kitchen and comfortable interior. 

Business cards of the restaurant. 

Task: to create a corporate style and develop printed matter. 

"Beerlin" - this is a classic beer restaurant with pleasant atmosphere, European cuisine and large 
selection of well-known brands of beer. 

Business cards are printed on board. 

Reversals of main menu. 

Task: to develop a site based on the corporate style of the company. 

Company "Lindner" is engaged in different cargo transportation in the USA. 

One of the main decorations of the restaurant is represented by fusion of European and 
Novomoskovskaya kitchens here as well as the best collection of wine in the city. Constant 
experimentation with design of restaurant makes it various and modern always, but at the same 
time emphasize the bright individuality of it. 

Business cards of two seasons. 

Special offers are printed on thick plastic. 

"News-cafe Catering" conducts ceremonies with provision of catering services. 

Branding business cards are served with a score at the chain restaurants of Denis Ivanov. 

The company "Dubinin ads" is recorded in Commercial Register at the Municipal Court in 
Prague, section C, № 165639. 

IČ: 246 81024 
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